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Introduction 

 

Since its foundation in 1904, Club Atlético Atlanta has played an integral role in 

Argentina's Jewish community. Approximately 300,000 Jews live in the republic - by 

far the largest Jewish diaspora in Latin America - and the majority of those reside in 

Buenos Aires (LeElef, 2009). Through the channel of football, Atlanta has allowed 

the federal capital's Jewish population to access mainstream porteño culture, while 

simultaneously maintaining their unique cultural traditions. However, reflecting the 

ambivalent reception the Argentine nation has given Jewish immigrants throughout 

history, Los Bohemios have regularly encountered antisemitism from rival hinchas, 

reinforcing Atlanta's perception as a Jewish club, and reproducing out-dated but 

deeply-rooted Judeophobic stereotypes. 

 

This literature review examines a range of published works on this broad area of 

research. The report is divided into three sections: the history of the Jews in 

Argentina, the culture of Nosotros y Los Otros - or 'us versus them' - in Argentine 

football, before finally narrowing the focus on Atlanta. The selected works cover a 

number of diverse perspectives, the veracity and usefulness of which will be 

evaluated. This review of the existing body of knowledge will provide the basis for a 

fertile research project, exploring how Argentina's undercurrent of antisemitism 

defines the identity of Club Atlético Atlanta. 

 

Section One: Jews in Argentina 



 

Barbara Sutton's 'Contesting Racism: Democratic Citizenship, Human Rights, and 

Antiracist Politics in Argentina' (2008) gives an authoritative explanation of race's 

role in the construction of the Argentine nation. Sutton suggests that 19th Century 

Enlightenment values fostered a belief in Europeans' duty to "civilise" the world's 

indigenous people (p. 107), resulting in the mass immigration of hundreds of 

thousands of Spanish and Italians to Argentina between 1870 and 1930. The state 

consolidated this racial hierarchy through an immigration policy that placed Jews at 

the "bottom of the scale" of desired settlers (Schneider 1996, p. 183). According to 

Sutton, these entrenched racial attitudes have never truly dissipated. Indeed, the 

author suggests this discourse has cultivated Argentina's perception of itself as a 

'white' nation formed by a 'melting pot' of European expatriates, demonstrated by 

modern government statistics that estimate 85% of Argentines as physiognomically 

white (Sutton 2008, p. 109). This hegemonic belief in ethnic homogeneity 

marginalises 'Others' - like Jews - from the national community, perpetuating a 

silence towards race that precludes antiracist campaigners from drawing attention to 

the problem of discrimination. The lucid structure and objectivity of Sutton's piece 

makes it a useful overview of racism in Argentina, supplying requisite background 

knowledge before more specific research into the Judeophobia that confronts Atlanta. 

 

There is a substantive body of literature that supports Sutton's belief in the existence 

of Argentine antisemitism. British academic Arnd Schneider (1996) argues that 

Jewish immigrants' desire to maintain their own cultural traditions in Argentina - as 

opposed to European settlers' commitment to the "crisol de razas" (p. 185) and 

"evolución por cruzamiento" (Ibid.) - placed the diaspora in opposition to the state's 



assimilationist policy. Additionally, the involvement of Nazi war criminals in right-

wing workers movements like Guardia Restauradora Nacionalista and the 

Movimiento Nacionalista Tacuara in the 1950s and '60s fostered a far-fetched but 

sincere paranoia about an international Zionist conspiracy by the "Radical 

Synagogue" (Senkman 1990, p. 43). Both of these factors placed Jews firmly in the 

sights of Argentina's military dictatorship, in power between 1976 and 1983, as a 

"subversion" (Ibid., p. 43) to their effort to reconstruct a western, Christian social 

order (Robben 2012, p. 308). As a result, Jews comprised 15% of the 30,000 victims 

of the 'Dirty War' (Weisbrot 1994), and were subject to especially cruel "excesses" 

(Shemi 1980, p. 59) in the network of clandestine detention centres that the literature 

likens to Nazi concentration camps (Robben 2012, p. 311, Senkman 1990). Despite 

occasionally tending towards rhetoric, the peer-reviewed articles of Antonius Robben 

(2012) and Leonardo Senkman (1990) typify an extensive body of work (Shemi 1980, 

Christian 1988, Weisbrot 1994, Schvindlerman 2011) that argues that underlying 

Judeophobia resulted in particularly harsh discrimination of the Jews during El 

Proceso.  

 

Furthermore, Senkman (1990) posits that antisemitism was granted "impunity" in the 

post-dictatorship era by a government unwilling to punish the military figures who 

abused Jews during the Dirty War, and reticent to criticise powerful conservative 

institutions - like the Catholic Church - who suffused antisemitic sentiment through 

Judeophobic public comments. Liberal US journalist Robert Weisbrot (1994) 

concludes that this ambivalence towards the Jewish community made Buenos Aires 

an ideal location for the 1992 bombing of the Israeli embassy and the 1994 attack on a 

Jewish office building, attacks which killed 30 and 85 people respectively. A 



thorough understanding of Argentina's long history of violent antisemitism is crucial 

to further research into contemporary Judeophobia, because it accounts for the origins 

of modern anti-Jewish sentiment. 

 

Although the weight of academic opinion suggests that Argentina continues to 

harbour an undercurrent of antisemitism, it is worth considering the perspective of 

Ignacio Klich in his peer-reviewed article 'The Nazis in Argentina: Deconstructing 

some myths' (1995). Although Klich stops short of denying the existence of 

Judeophobia in Argentina, he attempts to "demystify" the country's perceived 

antisemitism (p. 59) by detailing an extensive list of pro-Jewish government policies. 

This includes Juan Domingo Perón's appointment of several Jews to high-profile 

government posts - specifically the judiciary - in the wake of World War II, and more 

recently, the emphatic support for anti-discrimination Law 23.592 in 1988 and the 

foundation of the Instituto Nacional contra la Discriminación, la Xenofobia y el 

Racismo in 1995. Klich suggests the school of thought regarding Argentine 

Judeophobia is prone to "the pitfalls of sensationalism" and lacking "professional 

rigour" (p. 66); considering the parochial tone of Robben and Senkman's articles, this 

criticism is not without merit. However, Klich fails to touch on the chasm between the 

law and its application, and the limited capacity for government policy to change 

public attitudes. Government condemnation of the 1992 and 1994 attacks was 

commendable and the foundation of antiracist committees and legislature is 

encouraging, but it is unclear whether these policies have successfully uprooted 

ingrained prejudices. 

 

Section Two: 'Nosotros' versus 'Los Otros' 



 

Having evaluated the debate over antisemitism in Argentina, it is important to 

examine how Judeophobia presents itself in the sporting arena. Alan Klein's 'Anti-

Semitism and Anti-Somatism: Seeking the Elusive Sporting Jew' (2007) is an 

extremely useful discussion of how Jewish immigrants have used sport as a means of 

social integration in the United States. Despite the obvious geographical limitations, 

several parallels can be drawn with Argentina and Atlanta. Klein - a German-born 

Jew who fled Nazi Germany as a child with his parents - describes Jews as "far 

removed from the sporting soma-type" in western discourse (p. 1120) because of their 

perceived intellectualism, a stereotype that serves to "effeminize" the diaspora (p. 

1127). The author - himself a prolific junior sportsmen - says that Jewish immigrants 

were "keenly aware" of this cultural difference and therefore made an effort to appear 

less "goyish" by participating in physical activity, because it "valorizes Gentile 

masculine values like aggression, strength, speed and combativeness" (p. 1123). Klein 

ultimately concludes that these attempts to appear "tough and virile" did little to 

undermine the deep-rooted belief that "Jews are not sportsmen" (p. 1125). Although 

Klein's piece is largely anecdotal and focused solely on the USA, his description of 

the outdated stereotype of Jewish "lethargy and bookishness" (p. 1134) resonates with 

the Argentine literature, where the emasculating perception of Jews as "el pueblo del 

libro" (Bosoer 2012, Korstanje 2012) also exists. 

 

Applying Klein's notion of sporting masculinity to the Argentine context, Charles 

Parrish and John Nauright's 'Fútbol Cantitos: negotiating masculinity in Argentina' 

(2012) explains how football supporters express the broader social attitude of 

machismo through their behaviour. The pair explain how the terrace - controlled by 



militant groups of fanatics called barras bravas - is an important site of socialisation 

for young porteños because is exposes them to "maleness" (p. 1). The cancha is an 

unequivocally masculine public arena that reinforces certain 'manly' behaviours and 

ridicules others (p. 3). Parrish and Nauright characterise football matches as a battle 

between rival hinchas to assert their dominance (and therefore masculinity) over each 

other. Supporters compete to show more huevos, or 'balls', than their opposition 

through disparaging labels like puto ('male prostitute'), hijo de puta ('son of a whore') 

and cagón ('coward') (p. 11), all designed to emasculate their adversaries and heighten 

the antagonism between the "in group" and the "outsiders", or "nosotros y los otros" 

(p. 3). 

 

'Stadiums and society in twenty-first century Buenos Aires' by Chris Gaffney (2009) 

extends on the 'us versus them' theme, and importantly, focuses specifically on 

football culture in the federal capital. After detailing a thorough history of football’s 

development in Buenos Aires, Gaffney argues that the proliferation of new clubs in 

the early 1900s established with the "explicit intention of confronting" neighbourhood 

rivals created a culture of "ritualised conflict" that grips porteño football (p. 164). 

Atlanta's enmity with Chacarita is mentioned in passing, as an example of how 

adjacent barrios with contrasting identities - Atlanta's Villa Crespo, or "Villa Kreplaj" 

(Rein 2012, p. 1), so-called for its sizeable Jewish diaspora, in opposition to 

Chacarita’s conservative San Martín - are characteristic of a sporting landscape 

defined by (often violent) antagonism. Reinforcing the link with masculinity, Gaffney 

illuminates the notion of aguante - literally 'strength' or 'stamina', but referring to the 

vigour and backbone of the barras bravas - that nicely corroborates Klein's 

description of sport as a repository of masculine values (concerning supporters in this 



case). The articles of Klein, Parrish & Nauright, and Gaffney - all three peer-

reviewed, contemporary, well-structured and objective - provide a robust 

understanding of the issues surrounding Argentina's antagonistic football culture, with 

obvious implications for Atlanta, a club with a pronounced ethnic 'Otherness' tied to 

an effeminate cultural stereotype. 

 

The antisemitic abuse directed at Atlanta from rival supporters is well documented by 

a thorough body of academic work and popular media. The most comprehensive 

account is a report by the Delegación de Asociaciones Israelitas Argentinas and the 

Centro de Estudios Sociales entitled 'Informe sobre antisemitismo en la Argentina' 

(2005), authored by Marisa Braylan and Adrian Jmelnizky. The dossier recounts 

Judeophobic abuse of Atlanta dating from the 1960s (p. 59) until the new millennium, 

most notably in February 2000, when Defensores de Belgrano’s barra brava pelted 

Atlanta players and fans with cakes of soap to make light of the myth that the Nazis 

produced soap from the fat of Holocaust victims (Ibid.). Incidents in derbies with 

Chacarita are also common (Hirshfeld 2012, Braylan & Jmelnizky 2005). In fairness, 

the literature agrees that the official response from the Asociación del Fútbol 

Argentino has been praiseworthy. Referees have exercised the right to suspend 

matches if barras bravas commit antisemitic abuse and the governing body has 

stripped clubs of competition points as punishment (Ibid.). These measures may have 

not yet erased anti-Jewish sentiment – only 12 months ago Chacarita were docked one 

point for chants feting the Holocaust (Ibid.), and anti-Israeli graffiti depicting Muslim 

terrorists is widespread (Gaffney 2009, p. 173) - but at least reveal a genuine 

commitment to confronting antisemitism. Although commercial media outlets lack 

the academic rigour of peer-reviewed journal articles (Braylan & Jmelnizky 2005, 



Gaffney 2009, Duke & Crolley 2001), this range of newspaper, magazine and online 

pieces (Hirshfeld 2012, Gambarotta 2003, Bosoer 2012, Di Nucci 2012) paints an up-

to-date picture of the contemporary antisemitism that affects Atlanta's identity. 

 

Section Three: Club Atlético Atlanta 

 

Raanan Rein's 2012 book 'Los Bohemios de Villa Crespo' is the only available piece 

of academic work that focuses specifically on Club Atlético Atlanta, a third division 

side dwarfed by los cinco grandes, the five big teams that make up the virtual entirety 

of academic research into Argentine clubs. Rein is an Israeli historian married to a 

porteña, hence his focus on Los Bohemios, the capital's Jewish club. The thesis of his 

opus is that Atlanta simultaneously helped Jews access orthodox Argentine life 

through the national obsession - fútbol - while, at the same time, consolidating Jewish 

cultural traditions. The author's visceral anecdotes about eating knishes and pletzalej 

on the terraces, and schoolboys discussing the weekend's game in Yiddish, are 

complemented by more erudite analysis of how Atlanta provides an "espacio único en 

donde interactúan siempre judíos con no judíos" (p. 198). Rein describes the club's 

home ground - the Estadio Don León Kolbowsky, named after the fabled president 

under whom Jewish involvement flourished in the 1950s and '60s - as a "templo para 

expresar su identidad argentino-judía" (p. 8), an important reservoir of porteño Jews' 

collective memory and identity. 'Los Bohemios de Villa Crespo' is an incredibly 

illuminating piece of literature because it focuses exclusively on Atlanta, a club 

subject to virtually no other academic research. However, there are several limitations 

to Rein's work, presenting a fertile opportunity for further research. 

 



The primary shortcoming of Rein's book is that is chiefly focuses - understandably - 

on how Jewishness has been a positive marker of identity for Atlanta and its hinchas, 

without addressing how this perception as a Jewish club might be the result of the 

anti-Jewish prejudices of rival supporters. Maximiliano Korstanje's book review in 

'Una revista de historia social y literatura de America Latina' draws attention to this 

flaw. Korstanje believes the Bohemios nickname - born of Atlanta's nomadic 

existence in its early years, when the club was forced to move between several 

different home grounds - exemplifies how the club's identity has been shaped by an 

antisemitic "percepción de Atlanta … impuesta desde afuera, por hinchas rivales" (p. 

361). Korstanje argues that - like Amsterdam Ajax and London's Tottenham Hotspur - 

Jews actually comprise only a small portion of Atlanta's support, but "la cultura de 

aguante" (p. 362) - the hyper-masculine milieu of porteño fútbol - reinforces the club's 

ethnic identity, typified by a Bohemios tag that is burdened by connotations of the 

"judío errante", or 'wandering Jew' or 'gypsy' (p. 360). More positive book reviews 

(Bosoer 2012, Di Nucci 2012, Galvan 2012) fail to address this point. Rein only 

briefly tackles the issue of Judeophobia, with a passing reference to rival barras 

bravas callously singing the names of Saddam Hussein and Adolf Hitler (Rein 2012, 

p. 8). Naturally, in a book celebrating the contribution of Jews to the club, Rein does 

not dwell on how antisemitism has influenced Atlanta. However, this leaves a gap of 

knowledge in existing literature that can be filled by a research project that takes a 

more critical approach towards Atlanta's identity, which examines how the 

undercurrent of anti-Jewish sentiment has shaped the perception of Los Bohemios. 

 

Furthermore, there are several other questions regarding antisemitism's relationship 

with Atlanta that remain unanswered by the current body of work. In the same vein as 



Klein's assertion that Jewish athletic success did little to subvert the "bookish" 

stereotype of Jews in the United States (Klein 2007, p. 1134), have Atlanta's extensive 

footballing achievements done anything to shift perceptions of Jews in Argentina? 

Challenging Rein's optimistic judgment of football as an effective "canal de la 

integración social" (Rein 2012, p. 4), has their perceived "dual loyalty" (Rein 2010, p. 

171) precluded Argentine Jews from fully accessing the essence of "argentinidad" 

(Korstanje 2012, p. 363), or 'Argentinianness', in the same way as Italian and Spanish 

settlers, who more neatly suited the 'melting pot'? In fact, has the hostile antagonism 

of Buenos Aires' ‘us-versus-them’ football culture further alienated Los Bohemios of 

Villa Crespo from the porteño mainstream? Another significant omission from the 

literature is the voice of the fans themselves, and their response to the antisemitism 

they personally encounter on the terraces. Do they feel emasculated by the Bohemios 

label that draws attention to their perceived ethnic 'Otherness', or do they wear the 

nickname with pride? Do they feel like this identity is dictated by rival hinchas, in the 

ongoing battle to emasculate opponents? Do they even feel like the club's historical 

Jewishness is a relevant or accurate marker of identity in the new millennium? These 

are important questions conducive to an intriguing research project about how 

antisemitism affects Atlanta's identity. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This extensive body of literature, covering various degrees of academic rigour, has 

established a solid foundational understanding of two vast and distinct topics - 

antisemitism and football in Argentina - that intersect at Club Atlético Atlanta, the 

subject of limited prior research. These published works have illuminated the debate 



surrounding antisemitism in Argentina, and presented a relatively unified depiction of 

the machismo attached to porteño football. Their primary weakness is a lack of focus 

on Atlanta specifically, which offers a good opportunity for further research into how 

the undercurrent of anti-Jewish sentiment in Argentina influences the identity of Los 

Bohemios in the new millennium. 
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